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REPLY TO COMMENTS FILED 
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THE COMMISSION'S STAFF 

On February 8, 2010, Columbus Southem Power Company and Ohio Power 

Company (AEP Ohio) filed this application to recover incremental capital carrying costs 

associated with environmental investments made during their three-year Electric Security 

Plan (ESP). This recovery process was explicitly provided for in AEP Ohio's ESP case 

at page 30 of the Commission's March 18, 2009 Opinion and Order. 

The Attomey Examiner in this case issued an Entry on April 8, 2010 which, 

among other things, set a schedule for the filing of comments/objections regarding the 

application by interested persons, including the Commission's Staff, April 30, 2010, and 

reply comments by May 10, 2010. Prior to that Entry, Industrial Energy Users-Ohio 

(lEU) submitted comments along with its Motion to Intervene. lEU did not file any 

additional comments. On April 30, 2010 the Staff filed its Comments and 
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Recommendations and the Ohio Consumers' Counsel (OCC) filed its comments. 

Pursuant to the April 8, 2010 Entry, AEP Ohio files the following reply comments. 

STAFF'S COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The Staffs Comments and Recommendations reflect its conclusions based on an 

extensive investigation utilizing requests for information and site visits. As a result of its 

investigation the Staff recommends reducing CSP's proposed revenue requirements from 

$28,277,000 to $26,004,000 and reducing OPCO's proposed revenue requirement from 

$36,635,000 to $33,899,000. AEP Ohio takes no exception to these recommendations 

and agrees to set CSP's proposed rider at 3.83218% of its non-FAC generation rate and 

OPCO's proposed rider at 3.87650% of its non-FAC generation rate. 

lEU AND OCC COMMENTS 

Commission Jurisdiction 

lEU argues that the Commission lacks jurisdiction to consider the application 

filed by AEP Ohio. lEU has raised this issue in a number of proceedings both at the 

Commission and at the Supreme Court of Ohio. Most recently, in Case Nos. 09-872 and 

873-EL-FAC, 09-1095-EL-RDR and 09-1906-EL-ATA, the Commission rejected lEU's 

jurisdictional argument in its March 24, 2010, Entry on Rehearing. In addition, the 

Commission has argued against lEU's jurisdictional argument raised in lEU's appeal to 

the Supreme Court of Ohio in Case No. 09-2022. (See Merit Brief of the Commission, 

pp. 5, 6). The Commission once again should reject lEU's jurisdictional argument. 



Companies' "Acceptance" of the Commission's ESP and CSP's Withdrawl of ESP 
Appeal 

lEU's argument conceming AEP Ohio's implementation of its Commission-

approved ESP while not "accepting" the ESP and conceming CSP's appeal of the 

Commission's ESP order, also has been rejected by the Commission, both in its own 

proceeding and in lEU's appeal to the Supreme Court of Ohio in Case No. 09-2022. (See 

Merit Brief of the Commission, pp. 17-19) Besides rejecting the merits of lEU's 

arguments before the Court, the Commission also has found that lEU's argument "is not 

presently ripe for review, as AEP-Ohio has not withdrawn its ESP." (March 24, 2010 

Entry on Rehearing in Case Nos. 09-872 and 873-EL-FAC, 09-1095-EL-RDR and 09-

1906-EL-RDR, p. 6). Nothing has occurred since the issuance of that Entry that now 

makes that issue ripe. Even if the issue were ripe, lEU's argument lacks merit and should 

be rejected. 

Carrying Cost Calculations 

lEU and OCC argue that calculating carrying costs on a monthly basis is 

inconsistent with the carrying cost calculation used by AEP Ohio in its ESP cases. They 

fail to recognize that in the ESP case AEP Ohio was not attempting to calculate the 

carrying costs they incurred during 2001-2008 on environmental investments made 

during that period. Instead, it was calculating the going forward carrying cost associated 

with those past investments. Accordingly, there was no need to perform a 2001-2008 

monthly carrying cost calculation. In contrast, the Environmental Investment Carrying 

Cost Rider is focused on the carrying costs incurred in 2009 associated with the 



incremental 2009 environmental investment. Performing that calculation on a monthly 

basis is the proper way to determine the true carrying costs. 

lEU and OCC also argue that the carrying cost rate proposed by AEP Ohio is the 

same as the rate explicitly approved by the Commission in the ESP cases relative to the 

2001-2008 environmental investments. In place of the Commission-approved carrying 

cost rate, lEU recommends the use of only each Company's average cost of debt. Once 

again, lEU misses the point. The carrying cost rate in this proceeding is applicable to the 

environmental plant ~ typical rate base assets. While a different carrying cost rate might 

be applicable for a regulatory asset that is not a rate base asset, that is not the situation in 

this proceeding. Likewise, OCC's proposal for using the short-term debt rate must be 

rejected. AEP Ohio's environmental plant investments are financed by each Company's 

weighted average cost of capital. There is no basis to distinguish the carrying cost rates 

approved by the Commission in the Companies' ESP cases for the 2001-2008 

environmental investments fi-om the appropriate carrying cost rates to be applied to the 

environmental investments made during the 2009-2011 ESP period. 

OCC's comments miss the mark when it argues that the proposed riders "will 

allow the Companies to fully recover the aimual financing cost of all their 2009 

environmental investments within a very short period of time." (OCC Comments, p. 8). 

The cost of carrying these investments continues for the life of the investment. This is 

not a matter of short-term financing. Finally, OCC's other carrying cost rate issues 

discussed at page 8 of its comments were rejected by the Commission in AEP Ohio's 

ESP case, and should be rejected again. (See OCC's ESP Post-Hearing Brief, pp. 71-73; 

Commission's March 18, 2009 Opinion and Order, pp. 24-28). 



OCC states that AEP Ohio has not sufficiently detailed the 2009 environmental 

investments on which it requests to recover carrying costs. OCC characterized the data 

as a "terse identification of projects" (OCC Comments, p. 3). Each Company's Schedule 

2 to the application is much more detailed than OCC would have the Commission 

beheve. 

Projects are identified and disclose the purpose of the investments. These 

purposes include environmental compliance investments for such things as precipitators, 

flue gas desulfurization, selective catalytic reduction, etc. In addition, for each category 

of projects the investment amount for each month is shown to the nearest thousand 

dollars. It is not clear what kind of detail OCC is looking for. Does OCC believe that the 

applicafion should show, for instance, how much steel was erected each month for each 

project? In any event, the Staff has investigated the appUcation and has not 

recommended the disallowance of any of the projects AEP Ohio included in the 

application. 

In connection with this issue, OCC claims that "carrying costs associated with 

environmental investments that were made in 2009 in order to meet already-existing 

environmental regulations should already be reflected in existing rates." {Id. at 4). OCC 

does not explain how such rate recovery would have been accomphshed. AEP Ohio does 

not have in rates any carrying costs on 2009 environmental investments. OCC's 

argument must be rejected. 

Finally, OCC asserts that only environmental investments associated with 

complying with new post-Rate Stabilization Plan environmental requirements are eligible 



for carrying cost recovery. OCC is simply wrong. There was no such condition imposed 

by the Conmiission when it approved AEP Ohio's carrying cost recovery process. 

OCC also claims that based on two AEP Ohio responses to OCC discovery, 

certain of the envirormiental investments should not be included in the application. OCC 

asserts those investments were "resulting firom the Consent Decree." (Id at 5).̂  Since 

OCC's comments mischaracterize the discovery responses (one for CSP and one for 

OPCO) those responses are attached to these Reply Comments. As can be seen firom 

these responses, for those projects for which reference is made to NSR (New Source 

Review Consent Decree) reference also is made to CAIR (Clean Air Interstate Rule). 

As the Consent Decree states, AEP denied the alleged NSR violations, and the 

Consent Decree was entered without adjudication of any claims or any finding that actual 

violations occurred. (Consent Decree, pp. 3 and 4). Historically, AEP has operated its 

generadon facilities to at least meet the requirements of permits issued by the applicable 

federal or state envirormiental regulatory authorities. AEP voluntarily entered into the 

Consent Decree to settle the claims of the plaintiffs while lowering the emissions of its 

eastern fleet, consistent with the requirements necessary to comply with the Clean Air 

Interstate Rule (CAIR), in a least-cost approach. 

The inclusion for ratemaking purposes of the environmental investments required 

by the settlement is appropriate as these costs are associated with pollution control 

projects that benefit the environment, and are compliance costs that arise fi'om CAIR as 

well as with the entry of the Consent Decree. 

' The Consent Decree in U.S. v. American Electric Power Service Corp., Civil Action No. C2-99-1250 
(S.D. Ohio). 



OCC also asserts that the inclusion of these projects would result in customers 

being forced to pay the penalties included in the Consent Decree. In the Consent Decree 

the specific pollution control retrofit requirements and the Civil Penalty are hsted 

separately, underscoring the fact that the requirements regarding technology retrofits are 

not a penaUy, but were included as part of the conditions to reach a settlement in the case. 

Also on page 5 of OCC's Comments it states that "Included in the settlement, 

AEPSC could use Clean Air Interstate Rule (CAIR) emissions allowances to pay 

stipulated penalties." No such provision appears anywhere in the Consent Decree, nor 

have any CAIR allowances been used to offset any portion of the civil penalty included 

as part of the settlement. In addition, this application does not request ratemaking 

recognition for any part of the $15 million civil penalty agreed to in the Consent Decree, 

OCC's arguments regarding the NSR Consent Decree are unfounded and should be 

rejected. 

For these reasons, it is not correct for the OCC to suggest that all project costs 

associated with compliance with the NSR Consent Decree as well as with CAIR be 

disallowed. These costs are not penalties, and the carrying costs associated with these 

projects should be allowed to be recovered as incremental envirormiental investments 

based on the applicable mles in the State of Ohio. 

CONCLUSION 

There is no basis for a hearing in this docket. With the establishment of a 

schedule for filing comments, parties are being heard. The Commission's Staff has 

advised the Commission of its position in this case and the Commission should move 

forward to issue its order in this case. Such order should be issued within a time frame 



that will permit its rate impact to be reflected in AEP Ohio's Fuel Adjustment Clause rate 

to be effective with the beginning of the July 2010 billing month. 

Respectfiilly^ubmitted 3cimiiy^uDminea, / 

Marvin I. Resnik, Counsel of Record 
Steven T. Nourse 
American Electric Power Service Corporation 
1 Riverside Plaza, 29'*' Floor 
Columbus, Ohio 43215-2373 
Telephone: (614) 716-1606 
Facsimile: (614) 716-2950 
miresnik@aep.com 
stnourse@aep.com 
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COLUMBUS SOUTHERN POWER COMPANY'S AND 
OHIO POWER COMPANY'S RESPONSE TO OCC's 

DISCOVERY RJEQUESTS 
CASE NO. lO-lSS-EL-RBR 

SECONDSET 

INTERROGATORIES 

INT-23 CSP's Application, filed on Febiuaiy 8,2010, contained a CSP Schedule 
2, which listed ten major piojects Please indicate foi each listed major 
project, all enforceable enviionmental final iegulation(s), pein]it(s) oi 
oider(s) that CSP contends requiied CSP to incur enviionmental 
inv^tments whose caixying costs aie part of this taiiif 

RESPONSE 

See the following table foi the list of enviiomnental regulations that necessitated CSP to 
[nciir environmental investments associated with the piojects listed in CSP Schedule 2 

Major Project 

Conesville Unit 4 FGD 

Conesville Unit 4 SCR 
Conesville Unit 5 FGD 
Conesvitle Unit 6 FGD 
Stuart Units 1-4 FGD 

Associated S02 Landfill 
Mercury 

NOx Assoc 
Other FGD 

Other Environmental 

* The DC Circuit Court remanded the 
CAiR to the EPA for revision 
** CAMR required Conlinuous 
monitoring of mercury emissions 
beginning on 1-1-2009, bul the CAMR 
was vacated after procurement and 
installation of monitors began 

Enforceable Environmental Final ReguIation(s}, 
Permit(s), or Order(s) that CSP Contends 
required CSP to Incur Environnnental Investments 

Clean Air Interstate Rule (CAIR)*, New Source 
Review Consent Decree (NSR) 
CAiR, NSR 
CAIR. NSR 
CAIR, NSR 
CAIR 
CAIR, Residual Solid Waste Permit 
Clean Air IVIercury Rule (CAMR)**. National Pollutant 
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) 
CAIR, NSR 
CAIR. 
CAIR. NPDES, Titfe V Air Permit, Residual Solid 
Waste Permit 



COLUMBUS SOUIHERN POWER COMPANY'S AND 
OmO POWER COMPANY'S RESPONSE TO OCC's 

DISCOVERY REQUESTS 
CASE NO 10-355-ET-RDR 

SECOND SET 

INTERROGATORIES 

INT-35 OPC's Application, filed on Febiuaty 8, 2010, contained an OPC 
Schedule 2, which listed thirteen majoi projects For each listed majoi 
project, please ideatiiy all enfoiceabk environmental final regulation(s), 
pennit(s) oi ordei(s) that OPC contends requiied OPC to incm 
enviionmental uivestments whose canying costs are pait of this taiif J 

RESPONSE 

See the following table for the list of enviionmental regulations that necessitated OPCo to 
incui enviionmental investments associated with the projects listed in QPCo Schedule 2 

Major Project 
Enforceable Environmental Final 

Reoul3tion(s), Permlt(s}, or Ordei(s) 
Necessitating OPCo to Incur Environmental 

Inveetments 

Amos Unit 3 
Precipitator 

Amos Unit 3 Ash 
Disposal 

Amos Unit 3 FGD 

Amos Unit 3 SCR 

Cardinal Unit 1 FGD 

Kammer Units 1-3 Fuel 
Switch 

Mitchell Unit 1 FGD 

Mitchell Unit 2 FGD 

Associated S02 
Landfill 

Title V National Ambient Air Quality standards 

National Pollutant DIsctiarge Elimination 
System (NPDES) 

Clean Air interstate Rule (CAIR)*, New Source 
Review Consent Decree (UQR) 

CAIR, NSR 

CAIR, NSR 

CAIR, NSR 

CAIR, NSR 

CAIR. NSR 



Mercury 

NOx Assoc 

Other FGD 

Other Environmental 

* The DC Circuit 
Court remanded the 
CAIR to the EPA for 
revfsfon 

** CAMR required 
Continuous 
monitoring of 
mercury emissions 
beginning on 1-1-
2009, but the CAMR 
was vacated after 
pnjcurement and 
installation of 
monitors began 

CAIR, Residual Solid Waste Permit (OH). 
Solid Waste Permit (WV) 

Clean Air Mercury Rule (CAMR)". NPDES 

CAIR, NSR 

CAIR. NSR 

CAIR, NSR, NPDES, Residual Solid Waste 
Permit (OH), Solid Waste Permit (WV) 
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